Labelling requirements eased during Covid-19 crises

The Food Safety Department - Dubai Municipality has confirmed that under the current global situation they confirm that there is **NO need to add the Arabic labelling** to the product. Similarly, there is **NO need to add to the product the production date**, it is sufficient to have only the expiration date/ best before/ use by date. This is in line with the current EU practice as well when the product is placed for the EU market. Please note that this relates to the products arriving to Dubai. The Food Safety Department - Dubai Municipality has confirmed that under the current global situation they confirm that there is **NO need to add the Arabic labelling** to the product. Similarly, there is **NO need to add to the product the production date**, it is sufficient to have only the expiration date/ best before/ use by date. This is in line with the current EU practice as well when the product is placed for the EU market. Please note that this relates to the products arriving to Dubai.